
2014 was a momentous year for Matcon, as we 
continued to achieve sustainable growth in  core 
strategic markets by providing our Customers with 
World-Class Lean Powder Handling 
Solutions.

In addition to record growth, we have made 
a number of personnel changes during 
this period. As well as my appointment 
to Managing Director in October, we have 
new Leadership in Sales, Operations and 
Marketing.  All of these appointments 
were via internal promotions, which is 
testament to the success of our talent 
management programme and provides a 
continuity of our values & culture, whilst at the same 
time providing a fresh perspective.  

We have also expanded our geographical organisation 
to bring the right levels of Sales and Service support 
closer to our Customers around the World.  This 
included opening new Centres of Excellence in 
Chicago (USA) and Shanghai (China), both of which 
now house full-scale powder blending and testing 
facilities.  As we enter 2015, we are also excited 
to announce Matcon’s presence in both India and 
Singapore as we support these growth regions with 
new operating hubs. 

In this issue of Matconnected, we share some of 
our real-life case studies, illustrating how and why a 
Matcon IBC System, combined with our know-how,

has made a real difference to Customers striving 
towards Lean Manufacturing.  We also preview some 
of the technical advancements made in our Powder 

Packing solutions and IBC Blending 
technology.

Our success comes from the focus we 
put on our Customers’ needs.  With 
the organisational changes we have 
implemented, we are in a stronger 
position than ever before to work in 
partnership with our existing Customers 
and develop new connections. Our 
ultimate aim is to help you achieve your 
goals in 2015.  

Our team at Matcon are as enthusiastic and committed 
as ever and we all look forward to working with you 
on your many exciting projects.

Best Regards

Managing Director
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New Director at the Heart of our Sales

Sylvain Le Mezec is no stranger 
to Matcon. He joined the 
company in 1993 and played 
a major role in our success in 
France, Europe and around 
the world. Now based at our 
Headquarters in the UK, he 
will be developing our highly 

experienced Sales team, ensuring they deliver  the right 
level of service to our valued Customers, whilst at the 
same time making new connections to bring flexible 
powder handling solutions to a wider global audience.

2014   - A record-breaking year
2014 saw us win our biggest ever single order 
from one of the world’s largest meat processing 
companies, whose products include flavourings, 
spices and other dry ingredients.

The customer chose a Matcon system due to the 
technology and manufacturing flexibility that it 
offers. As the investment was in excess of £3m, the 
customer took the precaution of rigorous testing 
first. Matcon supplied a Test System to prove the 
performance of the Matcon IBC Blender and our 
unique Cone Valve technology in a production 
environment. The Test System showed its worth 
proving that all 100+ recipes could be mixed and 
handled effectively with Matcon equipment to 
achieve the highest possible quality.

Of particular note in this installation is the unique 
automatic formulation and mixing system. The 
combination of a throughput requirement of 10 tons 
per hour production volume, along with the need to 

produce dozens of different recipes in a single shift 
has made this plant one of the most advanced in the 
world.  Furthermore, the system will be supplied 
with our purposely developed, fully integrated 
Tracking and Recipe Control software solution ‘Track-
Record’, which will provide peace of mind that the 
right recipes will be created & delivered every time.

The customer is committed to exceeding all the 
hygiene standards set around the world. Having the 
most automated yet flexible powder mixing plant 
will bring them one step further along this journey.  
Matcon are very proud to play an important role in 
their mission.

“At Nestlé we have extremely strict and tough hygiene 
criteria during the manufacture of all our products. 
Minimising the risk of any contamination or cross 
contamination in our production system is for us 
paramount.   We have recently incorporated Matcon’s 
IBC system for the storage of intermediate powders prior 
to mixing and packing in several of our manufacturing 
sites around the world due to its fully enclosed transfer 
system which enables us to almost eliminate any hygiene 
and contamination issues from this area of our system.

We chose Matcon due their expertise and competitive 
pricing but also appreciate their support during 
installation and later during the operation of their 
systems. Close monitoring by their staff after start-up 
has ensured optimum performance from all sites to date, 
which we are obviously delighted about. Matcon is a very 
reliable partner for us and we look forward to continue 
our excellent cooperation in our current operation and 
for our new developments together with them.”

Peter Suess,
Chief Engineer Germany, Benelux & Nordics - Nestlé
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Infant Formula
Testimonial



Matcon attended a number of trade Exhibitions throughout 2014 
in Europe, Asia, the Americas and Australia.

 
We were delighted to welcome 
both existing and new Customers 
to our stands and discuss their 
powder handling needs. 

A big ‘thank you’ to all who 
visited. We look forward to 
seeing you this year at one of 
the following events >>> 

“Arne B. Corneliussen has been working with Matcon over the last 
15 years, during this time we have been steadily incorporating 
Matcon’s equipment and systems to our production lines. 

Without doubt the adoption of their equipment has enabled us 
to dramatically increase our throughput and improve Quality 
Assurance, all without the need to increase our labour costs - in 
fact our labour costs have reduced by 20%

Our investment in Matcon’s equipment and expertise to-date 
has provided a 100% improvement in efficiency due to being 
able to run our mixing and packing lines in parallel, rather than 
sequentially. Cleaning, change over and down time of our blender 
has been dramatically reduced, providing a quicker throughput for 
each product. 

This reduction of throughput time has provided us with the 
opportunity to increase our packing capability. We are therefore 
shortly due to replace our existing packing machines with a Matcon 
Powder Packer to simplify and speed up our packing operation. 
This will also minimise any contamination risk during the packing.  

Matcon’s equipment has proven easy to service and maintain, 
with any replacement parts easy to obtain which has enabled 
us to keep maintenance costs low. In the Norwegian market, it’s 
extremely important to keep production costs to a minimum; we 
have therefore heavily invested in Matcon’s solutions to help us 
do this.” 

Mr Henry Bakkejord
Operation Manager, Arne B. Corneliussen AS, Oslo - Norway   

See us in 2015 at:

24 - 27 March
Melbourne
Stand 321

24 - 27 March
Cologne

Hall 9.1 Stand C100

1 - 3 April
Shanghai

Hall 3 Stand 3X06/3Y07

21 - 23 April
New York

Stand 1653

21 - 24 April
Barcelona

15 - 19 June
Frankfurt

Hall 5 Stand C8

17 - 20 June
Bangkok

Stand 2G11

24 - 26 June
Shanghai

9 - 12 September
Manila

15 - 18 September
Chicago

13 - 14 October
Houston

21 - 24 October
Jakarta

1 - 3 December
Mumbai
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Flavourings
Testimonial



Matcon to open new facility in Singapore 

With South East Asia being a key region for future growth, we are taking the opportunity to expand Matcon’s 
business by opening a new facility in Singapore. The new enterprise will open its doors in the first quarter 
of this year, with local technical service and full-scale testing to follow. This move indicates our strong 
commitment to supporting existing and future Customers in this strategically important region.
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Our Website gets a makeover

We are proud to announce the release of our improved website www.matconibc.com, 
allowing you to:-

• Find comprehensive information on the industries we serve,     
 with easy navigation through our specialist areas.

• View our range of products, all with relevant detailed information,       
 product images and new brochures available to download.

• Watch our latest system animations and customer videos.

We’d love to know what you think, so please give us your feedback at matcon_marketing@idexcorp.com

Image courtesy of noppasinw at FreeDigitalPhotos.net

Dave Newell
General Manager & Director 
of Business Development
dnewell@idexcorp.com

New recruit to service expanding Indian Pharmaceutical market

We look forward to welcoming a new Pharmaceutical Business Development 
Manager for India, who joins the team on 1st April. Based out of IDEX’s office in 
Mumbai, he will manage our business development and work with Customers in 
this vast and rapidly expanding territory.

Peter Gustafsson
Sales & Business 
Development Manager
pgustafsson@idexcorp.com

Frank Maringer
Sales & Business 
Development Manager
fmaringer@idexcorp.com

http://www.matconibc.com/
http://www.matconibc.com
mailto:matcon_marketing%40idexcorp.com?subject=Website%20Makeover%20Feedback


Kathryn Perry is our new Marketing Manager. She will continue to refine our marketing 
activities ensuring you get the right information to make your key business decisions. We 
have an extensive ‘library’ of articles, case studies, testimonials and white papers that we 
plan to share during 2015, so please do look in your inbox for our email communications sent 
from matcon_marketing@idexcorp.com and see how we can help your business to grow.

Introducing our new Marketing Manager - Kathryn Perry

• Report 1 - Flexible Manufacturing - showing how parallel processing removes the need  
 to build up expensive finished-goods warehousing and excessive WIP/WIQ. 

• Report 2: - Mixing & Packing to the highest efficiency and OEE - sharing how to reduce  

 and remove downtime for cleaning between recipes; streamlining staging and complexity. 

• Report 3: - Hygiene for Food Safety - exploring how to prevent foreign bodies getting  

 into product and how to avoid cross-contamination between recipes. 

• Report 4: - Reducing complexity - demonstrating how to simplify the formulation process by  

 pre-mixing the ‘minor’ and ‘micro’ ingredients in IBCs. 

• Report 5: - Not all IBCs are equal - revealing how our IBCs with unique cone valve technology     
 helps to protect blended products throughout the manufacturing process. 

Spain’s ‘Hero’
Have you considered adding your ‘micro/minor’ ingredients as a pre-mix? With the ability of a Matcon Discharge 
Station to dose small kg quantities of powder, this has proven to provide significant benefits.

Hero’s baby food production facility in Alcantarilla, Spain were using a horizontal ribbon blender to blend their pre-mix. 
Whilst the actual blending time might be just minutes, the ribbon blender had to be supervised by an operator, took 

hours to fill and empty and demanded 1-2 hours for a full clean-
down.  

This resulted in the pre-mixing stage being painfully slow and 
labour intensive with large amounts of down time between 
different batch runs. The system limited production capacity and 
flexibility. 

Our answer to Hero’s dilemma was to provide an alternative pre-mixing method using IBC Blending which removed 
the need for cleaning the ribbon blender between batches, thereby dramatically increasing capacity and eliminating 
the bottle neck issue.

Click Here to read the full story and see how Hero have been able to double their production capacity, whilst achieving 
a  30% reduction in stock and reduced lead times. A far more Lean Powder Manufacturing Process!

 REQUEST HERE

During 2014 we released a series of reports, sharing our experiences in the Infant Nutrition market.
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After 5 years in the field and with over 50 
installations worldwide, the Blender Intensifier has 
proven its capabilities in a variety of applications, 
such as mixing fine compressible powders, handling 
oily, waxy and fibrous additives and even liquids.

In order to make the Intensifier solution even more 
versatile handling abrasive and challenging blends, 
we have recently introduced a further improved 
version using air-purged bearings (patent pending). 

Both versions are available at Matcon test centres 
and can be evaluated for the application in question.
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In the Summer of 2014, Maustepalvelu, 
Finland’s leading food ingredient specialist and 
supplier kindly  opened their doors to share their 
experiences.

Attendees travelled from across Europe to take the 
opportunity to witness a live production facility 
and see how Matcon has helped Maustepalvelu 
to transform their business.

Processing over 1000 finished recipes using over 
500 ingredients whilst delivering on 3 day order 
delivery times requires a very flexible, agile system. 
Using IBC  Blending enables Maustepalvelu to 
have instantaneous recipe changes as all cleaning 
is done off-line. Along with a closed transfer 
system, there is no risk of cross-contamination 
so different recipes are able to run through the 
system in parallel.

In addition, the unique Cone Valve technology 
within each of the Matcon IBCs is able to handle 
even the most difficult powders, thereby reducing 
any delays associated with overcoming processing 
issues.

Overall, Maustepalvelu are delighted with their 
ability to supply their Customers with exactly 
what they want as quickly as they need it.

A New Beginning for Matcon in the USA

In May 2014, Matcon relocated its operations from Sewell, New Jersey to 
Elmhurst, Illinois.  The Elmhurst facility is home to The Fitzpatrick Company, a 
fellow Material Processing Technologies (MPT) company in the IDEX Group. The 
joining of our two companies at this location marks the formation of a Centre of 
Excellence, providing the best resources to serve our Customers. 

Featuring a 5,000 square foot state-of-the-art testing facility, we can offer our 
Customers the very latest in material analysis and test capability.

Dan Ruble, VP of Sales for Matcon in the USA, says: “With the new location and 
integration into a strong company like IDEX, we are, in some ways, reintroducing 
Matcon to the North American market. We look forward to maximizing our 
customer’s experience with the new facility and are very proud of it.” 

Technical Spotlight
IBC Blender Intensifier

Open House 
‘Full of Flavour’
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Brian Andrews first took over the role of Operations Manager at the beginning of 2012. As 
a Chartered Engineer with nearly twenty years’ experience in the design of special purpose 
pharmaceutical and material handling machinery, combined with his desire to fully understand 
the needs of the application, he has a robust commitment to customer satisfaction.

Brian’s expanded role, following the move of Dave Cooper from Operations Director to Managing 
Director, means he is now responsible for the whole Operations team. As we continue to grow, 
Brian will be pivotal to our success in delivering our equipment on time and at the highest level of 
quality and service. 

Our Operating Centre - Moving Forwards

Being part of a listed United States company, we 
need to comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 
2002, a U.S. federal law setting new or enhanced 
standards for all U.S. public company boards, 
management and public accounting firms.  The 
act is more commonly known as Sarbanes-Oxley, 
Sarbox or SOX. 

Adhering to this law proves with evidence 
that our internal processes are controlled 
and carried out in the correct manner, in-turn 
giving confidence to the stock market and our 
Customers. 

SOX
Compliant

Matcon strongly believes in sustainable and 
ethical business practices throughout the 
complete supply chain and fully support and 
promote the principles of ethical trade as 
described in the Ethical Trade Initiative (ETI) 
Base Code.  We are registered with the “Supplier 
Ethical Data Exchange” (SEDEX) and certified in 
accordance with the SEDEX Members Ethical 
Trade Audit (SMETA).   

For more details see the following links: 
www.ethicaltrade.org/eti-base-code 
www.sedexglobal.com

ISO 9001 Accreditation
Matcon follows a very rigorous quality control system which has been awarded with ISO 9001 certification in 2014. 
The ISO 9001 standard has been formulated by the International Standards Organisation and offers independent 

third party certification. The standard focuses on an organisation’s `Quality 
Management System` (QMS) and specifically concentrates on quality control 
from the process of product design through to production, including any after-
sale service. 

Matcon have achieved accreditation by continually improving our in house 
`Quality Management System` and providing a system that has the capacity to 
implement and document change accordingly. 

http://www.ethicaltrade.org/eti-base-code
http://www.sedexglobal.com


The tour also took in Malaysia, Singapore, 
Thailand and Indonesia and 
included companies ranging 

from pharmaceuticals 
to infant nutrition 

through to beverages, 
bakery, flavouring 

and other B2B  food 
manufacturing. 

Dave Newell, the Business 
Development Director for the region, 

stated that “It was encouraging to see so 
much interest in the Matcon systems and to 

have such a great contribution from the audience. We 
are very pleased that our guests found it so valuable”.

Please contact: 
matcon_marketing@idexcorp.com to learn where the 
nearest Matcon event will take place for you this year.

Back by popular request following recent 
successful ‘Lean conferences’, Matcon provided 
technical seminars on Agile and Efficient 
Manufacturing. Spread over 9 
days in 5 countries of South 
East Asia, the tour began 
in the Philippines with well 
over 100 people gathering 
over two days, covering the 
food industry on the first day 
and pharmaceutical on the second.

Delegates were very enthusiastic about the topics 
and concepts that were presented, which was 
verified by the great number of questions asked 
throughout the presentations. This was further 
confirmed by the very positive feedback forms 
– with lots of requests for similar events to take 
place at least annually. One delegate even asked 
for monthly sessions!

Indonesia

Philippines

Thailand

Singapore

Malaysia

Asian manufacturing welcomes the Lean approach
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Matcon SQUAREs up for more business in Bangladesh

Matcon is delighted to have been selected by SQUARE Pharmaceuticals 
Limited, Bangladesh to provide a comprehensive Materials Handling 
System for the new state-of-the-art tablet production facility at their Dhaka Plant. 

SQUARE Pharmaceuticals Limited is the largest pharmaceutical company in Bangladesh, 
exporting medicines to more than 38 countries world-wide, and Matcon are proud to 
have worked with SQUARE Pharmaceuticals for the past 15 years. 

For this latest project, Matcon’s IBC System has been selected for bulk handling of 
pharmaceutical powders, granules and tablets at each stage of the production process, 
from granulation through to blister packing. In addition, Matcon are providing IBC 
blending and Laboratory Scale Equipment, to enable process scale up. 

The new solid dosage facility incorporates the concept of an open plan materials 
handling floor. Powders, granules and tablets are automatically fed from IBCs on the 
materials handling floor to the process machines (Tablet presses, coaters etc.) on the 
production floor below. 

Gentle Deceleration Chutes ensure that the blended powders and granules are lowered without segregation. In the 
same way, the Gentle Deceleration Chutes also gently feed uncoated tablets to the coater and coated tablets to the 
blister packing machine.   Matcon’s Cone Valve Technology, proven to prevent the risk of segregation, and the ability 
to handle tablets in bulk were key reasons for SQUARE Pharmaceuticals’ decision to award this prestigious contract to 
Matcon. 

mailto:matcon_marketing%40idexcorp.com?subject=2015%20Events


                Testimonial

Matcon’s range of Direct Powder Packing Systems 
allow powders to be packed into bags, sacks and drums 
directly from IBCs without the requirement of any 
secondary packing equipment. 

To further improve speed and accuracy of the Powder 
Packer, a significant re-design was completed during 
2014 to incorporate a secondary small cone valve 
which provides top-up directly above the bag. 

The new module is available for testing at our UK 
headquarters and will be available at our other global 
test centres later this year. 

The system is designed for “Business to Business” 
applications where efficiency, simplicity, lean and clean 
are the driving factors, rather than high throughput.
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Technical Spotlight
Powder Packer

Image courtesy of digitalart at FreeDigitalPhotos.net

Animal Nutrition
Testimonial

“Because of the increasingly diverse range of different additives we blend together for our companion and 
performance animal supplements, we needed to source a blending system that could cope with challenging 
raw materials which can present a cross contamination risk.

We approached Matcon because of the experience and success they have had with their Cone Technology in 
the Pharmaceutical Industry.

They carried out several blending tests for us in their test facilities which demonstrated very good dispersion of 
our ingredients, particularly with these novel materials. The system also demonstrated the ability to discharge 
these blended materials to the packing machine without de-mixing.

Inclusion of the Matcon IBC blending system has increased the range and quality of pre-mixes we can offer 
to our Customers whilst retaining our high quality assurance standards.  By being able to offer this flexible 
approach the use of Matcon equipment has provided us with a strong advantage over our competitors.

We have been very impressed with Matcon’s service from the testing stage to the installation and appreciate 
their ongoing high level of service and support.”

Rod Prince
International & Pet Business Director, Trouw Nutrition


